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Objectives

After this session, participants will be aware of:

 How VAT operates

 How VAT data compares with survey data

 Some difficulties to be overcome

 The need for a possessing system

 An example of VAT processing in Excel

 An example of estimating GVA for one activity



Value added tax (VAT)

 VAT is an SNA “tax on products”, implemented in 
many countries, covering a wide range of activities

 It is levied by the Revenue Authorities in two ways 
 On imports (by Customs)

 On local value added by registered VAT traders

 Registered VAT traders collect “output” VAT on 
their sales and may deduct “input” VAT on their 
imports or purchases from other VAT traders

 Essentially it is a tax on final consumption

Exploiting VAT data

 Customs data is the source of external trade 
statistics

 So why not VAT data for output?

 Returns are made quarterly (if not monthly)

 Revenue authorities often capture the data and 
store them in a database 

 The VAT traders must be classified by activity 
(ISIC or equivalent)



Why is VAT data better than a survey?

 A census of VAT traders every quarter/month

 VAT return is like a simple survey questionnaire

 Provided to the revenue authority free

 Up-to-date business register not required

 Births and deaths automatically accounted for

 Severe non-response penalties

 Costs of survey can be saved

Some caveats

 The Revenue Authorities may not cooperate
 But the Finance/Economy Minister could intervene 

 MoF Revenue & Database totals may not agree
 If large, the differences should be investigated

 The database may not be complete
 But the coverage could be assessed

 VAT traders may not be well coded by activity
 But a special exercise could fix this problem



Processing VAT data

 A processing system is required 
 to receive the data every quarter

 to validate it (by comparing with previous quarters)

 to aggregate it into NA categories

 possibly to adjust it to account for better coverage 

 An example Excel workbook shows how 
aggregated VAT data is adjusted for better 
coverage in one country…
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Estimating GVA

 Another example workbook shows how 
estimates of GVA may be constructed for a 
given activity in a transparent manner

 The estimates are made at current and constant 
prices simultaneously, using value and quantity 
indicators to extrapolate a benchmark

 The country concerned did not have any 
quarterly or annual enterprise data

Estimates of GVA
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Questions for discussion

 Apart from the caveats mentioned, what other 
problems would you face in exploiting VAT 
data?

 What are the main quality characteristics of the 
GVA estimates in the example?

 How transparent is your estimation system?


